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"I know that! But we aren't doing anything wrong. There are already a few women staying with Mister Wolf, so what's the big deal

with Roanne staying there as well? Since Mister Wolf and those women don't care about the rumors, the Thompsons shouldn't

either," Arthur said.

"That might be true, but why?" Angus asked in confusion.

Though Arthur’s words made sense, he could not figure out what caused Arthur’s view on the matter to change so drastically.

"Well, let me be frank with you! When Mister Wolf helped me with my training, he succeeded mainly because of that Spiritual

Pearl he owned. That pearl contained bottomless energy and is a great aid for martial artists! Considering how talented Roanne

is, she could potentially ascend to the Semi -Saint, or even the Saint State if she continues to train by Mister Wolf’s side!" Arthur

said, his eyes bright.

He never saw the Spiritual Pearl before, so he never truly believed what Roanne said about wanting to train with Leon. However,

upon experiencing the power of the Spiritual Pearl himself, he finally realized that it was an incredibly powerful tool.

Roanne was more talented than Yuri and if she continued to train with Leon, her achievement would be unmeasurable.

This was a great opportunity for Roanne and others could only wish for a chance like this.

If the Thompsons forced Roanne to move out of Leon's house out of concern for their reputation, Roanne's talent would go to

waste.

Hence, Arthur changed his mind.

"The Saint State!" Angus and the others were instantly moved.

They all knew that martial artists in the Saint State were legendary. Even for the central region where the most powerful martial

artists gathered, there were only a few martial artists in the Semi-Saint State, and they all belonged to powerful families.

No one ever heard of anyone who reached the Saint State.

If Roanne could truly become a martial artist in Saint State, Thompson's name would be heard throughout the entire Sky County,

thus strengthening the foundation of their influence.

For as long as Roanne was alive, no one would dare to harm the Thompsons and their family would remain strong for decades

to follow. Furthermore, they might reach yet another peak of their power.

Out of consideration for the greater good, the Thompsons must ensure that Roanne remains by Leon's side at all costs, as she

may eventually grow into a martial artist in the Saint State.

Compared to that, scandals and reputations did not seem to matter.
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